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Hosted by the Naval Postgraduate School via ZoomGov Webinar
Unclassi!ed Public Event 
REGISTRATION IS OPEN. MUST REGISTER TO ATTEND THE LIVE
EVENT.
RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
The purpose of the Annual Acquisition Research Symposium is to provide a forum for the
presentation of scholarly acquisition research, as well as for dialogue between scholars and
acquisition policy-makers and practitioners.  Research papers and presentations are given on
recently completed and on-going Departments of Defense and US Navy (DoD/DON)-
sponsored projects conducted by researchers at a variety of research institutions. Senior
DoD/DON acquisition o!cials serve as panelists or keynote speakers to present their critiques
and comments on research papers and priorities.
Although attendees come from many U.S. locations, as well as from some international
locales, a large number are from Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) where faculty members and
graduate students engage in acquisition-related research.  In particular, NPS graduate
students are an integral component of the research and dialogue.  The Symposium serves an
essential part of their graduate learning experience and provides them the opportunity to met
with senior policy-makers, practitioners, and distinguished scholars.
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Robert L. Marion, USA –
Principal Military Deputy,
ASA (ALT) and Director,
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Morley, USN – Director,
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Reuben Pitts – President,
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Neil Thurgood, USA –
Director for Hypersonics,
Directed Energy, Space &
Rapid Acquisition 
Lieutenant General






















(Retired) – Vice President
for Missiles, Lockheed
Martin
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